Upcoming dates for your calendar for 2023

IVI Coffee&Talks March 2nd, 16th, 23rd, 30th
IVI Launchs ENTRUST and Digi+ Programmes - March 8th
Members Town Hall March 22nd
IVI AI and Circular Economy Webinar: March 23rd
EMPOWER Data Governance Community of Practice March 30th
IVI Summit 2023 June 22nd

Innovation Value Institute Invites you to the Multimillion Euro Programme Launch of ENTRUST and Digi+
March 8th (16:00-18:00) GMT
Renehan Hall, South Campus, Maynooth University

We are delighted to announce that Minister Martin Heydon, Minister of State at the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine with special responsibility for Research and Development, Farm Safety and New Market Development will officially launch the programmes ENTRUST and Digi+ on March 8th at Maynooth University.

Prof. Markus Helfert and Ass. Prof. Zohreh Pourzolfaghari from the Innovation Value Institute are leading DIGI+, a world-class research fellowship programme, cofunded by MSCA, on Sustainable Digital Transformation and ENTRUST, a Doctoral Network that will train a cohort of 11 Doctoral Researchers with the aim to establish a new generation of Data Executives.

We hope you can join us at the launch on 8th March. Register below for further details.

REGISTER HERE

IVI Summit 2023 (save the date)
Co-Creating the Digital World; beyond 2027
The Annual IVI Summit will take place on June 22nd at Maynooth University. Advancing Digital Transformation, the theme of this year’s Summit is Co-Creating the Digital World; beyond 2027. More details and draft agenda will be announced shortly.

IVI Thought Leader Interview

Edwina Fitzmaurice, Chief Customer Success Officer, EY

IVI is delighted to announce the IVI Thought Leader Interview that is now available on the IVI website. Breda O’Toole, IDA Ireland, Interviews Edwina Fitzmaurice, Chief Customer Success Officer, EY

Watch Interview here

Why VR technology needs to be made accessible for people with disabilities

Rehan Iftikhar, Researcher at IVI has recently published an article in RTE Brainstorm in which he highlights the enormous potential of Virtual Reality (VR) technology to address accessibility challenges and promote inclusion in tourism. In the article, he addresses the best practices and opportunities of using VR to enhance the tourism experience for people with disabilities and some possible limitations in its implementation.

Read more

STEM For All - Increasing accessibility, participation, and retention of women in technical STEM fields of study (STEFORA)

STEFORA’s is structured around three wide/general project objectives: (1) digital citizenship focusing on mitigating institutional barriers, (2) apply universal design principles in formal and non-formal learning activities including premises, and (3) adopt norm critical approaches to raise cultural awareness and foster gender sensitive education, in the target countries specific to STEM engagement for women. The Purpose of this Erasmus + Capacity Building project is to receive professional support from LNU and MU to improve HEIs institutional and cadre capacities in deploying STEM curricula with proven contemporary strategies, to learn and deploy EU good practices to increase women’s awareness, interest, enrollment and retention, to increase diversity, inclusivity and respect for all through the integration of the principles of universal design in teaching.
IVI Coffee&Talks

You are invited to join the Innovation Value Institute’s Coffee&Talk on Digital Transformation on Thursdays at 1.30pm. If you wish to present one of the weeks please do get in touch with us at info@ivi.ie

Call for a Coffee to IVI- All Welcome

Just as a reminder to you that members are welcome to call to the IVI office for a coffee and chat so please do drop us an email if you would like arrange this at info@ivi.ie

Discover the digital transformation path for your business...

Become an IVI Member
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